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In this paper, an interleaved step-up converter with a single-capacitor snubber for PV energy conversion
applications is proposed. The step-up converter adopts two sets of boost converters with an interleaved
fashion and coupled-inductor technology to reduce output ripple current and increase output power
level. To achieve higher conversion efﬁciency and reduce switching losses of the proposed converter, a
lossless single-capacitor turn-off snubber is introduced. Therefore, the conversion efﬁciency can be
increased signiﬁcantly. In order to draw the maximum power from the PV arrays, a perturbation-and-
observation method and a microcontroller are associated to implement maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) algorithm and power regulating scheme. Finally, a prototype of a soft-switching interleaved soft-
switching boost converter with coupled inductors has been built and implemented. Experimental results
have obtained to verify the performance and feasibility of the proposed converter for PV arrays
applications.
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction voltage, as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, dc bus voltage can supplyUsing the photovoltaic (PV) power system as an alternative en-
ergy resource has been widely discussed during the last decade
due to the rapid growth of power electronics techniques [1,2]. It
is also more effective, harmless and less environmental pollution
effect in renewable energy sources. Its energy can be converted
into electrical energy through PV arrays. Recently, PV power sys-
tems are well recognized and widely used in electric power sys-
tem, such as PV power generation for grid connection, PV vehicle
constriction, battery charger, water pumping, and satellite power
system. However, due to the instability and intermittent character-
istics of PV arrays, it cannot provide a constant or stable power out-
put. Thus, a power converter (dc/dc converter or dc/ac converter)
and MPPT algorithm are required to regulate its output power.
When a power converter is used in PV arrays power system, it is
designed to obtain the maximum power from PV arrays for
increasing utility rate of PV arrays. In order to extract the maxi-
mum power of PV arrays, switching mode converter must be oper-
ated at the maximum power point (MPP) of PV arrays, resulting in
its output voltage without keeping in the desired dc constant
voltage. Therefore, a switching-mode one with battery source in
parallel for keeping the output voltage in the desired dc constantpower to dc/ac inverter for grid-connected power system [3–7],
dc/dc converter for dc load [8–12], and so on. The dc/ac inverter
and dc/dc converter are regarded as dc loads. When the proposed
PV power system is used in the dc/dc converter for dc load, the bat-
tery source of switching-mode converter is substituted by the AC
source, such as utility line and generator, as shown in Fig. 1. In this
paper, the proposed power system includes a switching-mode con-
verter for the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of PV arrays
and a switching-mode one for the voltage regulation of dc load. In
the MPP algorithm research, several MPPT algorithms have been
proposed [13–21]. Some of the popular MPPT algorithms are con-
stant voltage method [13], hill climbing method [14], fuzzy control
[15,16], ripple correlation method [17], bmethod [18], incremental
conductance method [16] and perturbation-and-observation
method [19–21]. Due to simplicity and easy implementation, the
perturbation-and-observation method is adopted to implement
the MPPT algorithm.
In the PV array applications, a soft-switching interleaved boost
converter with coupled-inductor is usually used to increase its out-
put voltage and conversion efﬁciency [22,23]. However, since the
energy trapped in the leakage inductor of coupled inductor, it will
not only increase voltage stresses but also induce signiﬁcantly
switching losses of switches in the converter. In order to solve
these problems, several methods have been proposed [24–26]. In
[24], a resistor–capacitor-diode (R–C-D) snubber is used to allevi-
ate voltage stresses of switches, but the energy trapped in the
leakage inductor is dissipated by resistor, resulting in a lower con-
version efﬁciency of the converter. Therefore, a passive lossless
Fig. 1. Block diagram of PV power system for DC load applications.
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of coupled-inductor boost converter with active clamp snubber and turn-off snubber.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of interleaved coupled-inductor boost converter with
two lossless turn-off snubbers.
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shown in Fig. 2, but active switches are still operated in hard
switching at turn-on transition. In [26], an active clamp circuit is
introduced into the converter for recovering the energy of leakage
inductor and limiting voltage spike across switches at turn-on
transition. Moreover, the one can also achieve zero-voltage switch-
ing (ZVS) in switches to increase its conversion efﬁciency. There-
fore, the boost converter with coupled inductor can use a passive
lossless turn-off snubber to reduce turn-off switching lossless
and an active clamp circuit to decrease turn-on switching losses,
as shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, the one with a lossless turn-off
snubber is applied to the proposed PV power system to improve
turn-off switching losses.
In order to reduce output ripple current and increase powering
capability, two sets of boost converters operated with an inter-
leaved fashion, as shown in Fig. 3, are usually adopted [27,28],
which can also achieve a fast dynamic response and a small output
current ripple. Although the interleaved boost converter can
achieve a soft-switching feature, their component counts and cost
are increased signiﬁcantly. In order to solve this problem, the inter-
leaved boost converter with the proposed single-capacitor snub-
ber, as shown in Fig. 4. The single-capacitor snubber can be
derived from two sets of the conventional two lossless turn-off
snubbers, as shown in Fig. 3. Its derivation is addressed in Section 3.
From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the proposed converter requires
only a resonant capacitor CS, which is associated with coupled
inductor (Lm11, Lm12) or (Lm21, Lm22) to function as a lossless turn-
off snubber, for dc load applications.2. Control algorithm of the proposed converter
When the PV arrays adopts a switching-mode dc/dc converter
as its power processor for dc load applications, it must generate
a desired dc voltage for supplying power to load. Therefore, the
PV power system must have a proper power management system.In order to achieve a proper power management, circuit topology
of power system and power management are described as follows.2.1. Circuit topology of the proposed converter
The proposed PV power system uses PV arrays as its power
source. Its output voltage variations depend on the working point
of PV arrays. Since the PV arrays is operated at its MPP, it has a
maximum utility rate. For the dc load applications, two
switching-mode converters are operated to achieve MPPT for the
PV arrays and to sustain a desired dc voltage for dc loads, respec-
tively. In order to implement the previous requirements, the
proposed PV power system is composed of three parts, which are
a switching-mode converter with PV arrays source, a switching-
mode one with battery source and a controller, as shown in
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the proposed interleaved boost converter with single-capacitor turn-off snubber.
Fig. 5. Block diagram of the proposed PV power system.
Table 1
Operational conditions of PV arrays for the proposed converter.
Operational modes Power states Operational conditions
PPV PVB PL
I 0 0 0 PV power system is shutdown
II 0 0 1 PV power system is shutdown
III 0 1 0 PV power system is shutdown
IV 0 1 1 PV power system is working
V 1 0 0 PV power system is shutdown
VI 1 0 1 PV power system is working
VII 1 1 0 PV power system is shutdown
VIII 1 1 1 PV power system is working
Fig. 6. Plot of power curve of the PV arrays under operational mode IV.
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converter with the single-capacitor snubber as their power proces-
sors, as shown in Fig. 4. The one with PV arrays source adopts
MPPT control algorithm to extract the maximum power from PV
arrays. Due to simplicity and easy implementation, the perturba-
tion-and-observation method is adopted. Its detail operation and
control are described [19–21]. The other one with battery uses
voltage regulation control method to regulate a constant output
voltage for dc loads. In the controller, the one with PV arrays source
is controlled by two control units: MPPT unit and power manage-
ment unit. The MPPT one can be used to determine the MPP of PV
arrays. The power management one can be operated to generate
control signalsM1 and SP, which separately regulate output powers
of two switching-mode converters with MPPT control algorithm
and with voltage regulation according to the relationships between
the maximum power PPV(max) of PV arrays and load power PL. More-
over, the PWM IC unit is adopted to control the switching-mode
converter with voltage regulation control method for obtaining
the constant output voltage. In addition, the PWM IC one is con-
trolled by control signal SP to regulate powers of PV arrays and
load. All of protections are implemented by micro-controller. The
protections include over-current, -voltage and -temperature pro-
tections of two converters and undercharge of battery. Therefore,
the proposed PV power system can achieve the optimal utility rate
of PV arrays.2.2. Power management
The PV arrays energy can supply power to load by the proposed
interleaved boost converter. In order to regulate powers of PV ar-
rays and output power, power management of the proposed power
system is required by a microcontroller. According to relationships
among PPV, PVB and PL, its operational modes can be divided into 8
modes. Note that PPV is output power of switching-mode converter
with PV arrays as its power source, PVB is that of switching-mode
one with battery as its power source and PL is load power. More-
over, ‘‘1’’ represents the power which is generated by switching-
mode converter or is required by load, while ‘‘0’’ is the power
which is not generated by switching-mode converter or is not re-
quired. According to operational modes illustrated in Table 1, all
operational modes are shutdown except that operational modes
IV, VI and VIII. The operational modes IV, VI and VIII are described
as follows.
Fig. 7. Plot of power curve of PV arrays under operational mode VI.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 8. Plot of power curves PPV, PVB and PL 11 (a) under PPV(max)P PL and 11(b)
under PPV(max) < PL.
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Inmode IV, the switching-mode converter with battery is used to
generate power to load. Its power curve is shown in Fig. 6. When
PL > PVB(max), theproposed converter is shutdown.WhenPL 6 PVB(max),
power curve of battery follows that of loaduntil energy stored inbat-
tery is completely discharged. The proposed PV power system is
shutdown.
2.2.2. Operational mode VI
When the operational mode is in the mode VI, the switching-
mode converter with PV arrays as its power source is working to
supply power to load, as shown in Fig. 7. From Fig. 7, it can be been
that when PPV(max) of PV arrays is equal to or greater than PL, power
curve of PV arrays follows that of load. If PPV(max) < PL, the proposed
converter is shutdown.
2.2.3. Operational VIII
When PV arrays are operated at mode VIII, the interleaved boost
converter is adopted to supply power to load, as shown in Fig. 8.
Within this operational mode, (PPV(max) + PVB(max)) must be equal
to or greater than PL. If (PPV(max) + PVB(max)) < PL, the proposed PV
power system is shutdown. When (PPV(max) + PVB(max))P PL, the
operational condition can be divided into two cases: PPV(max)P PL
and PPV(max) < PL. In the following, each operational case is brieﬂy
described.
2.2.4. PPV(max)P PL
When PPV(max)P PL, switching-mode converter with battery
source is shutdown. Therefore, output power PPV of PV arrays is
equal to PL, as shown in Fig. 8a. During this operational mode,
the switching-mode converter with PV arrays as its power source
is operated in voltage regulation mode to supply the desired dc
voltage to load.
2.2.5. PPV(max) < PL
When PPV(max) < PL, the proposed converter is operated at the
MPP of PV arrays to extract the maximum power from PV arrays.
Moreover, the one with battery source is used to sustain the de-
sired dc voltage. Their power curve is shown in Fig. 8b. From
Fig. 8b, it can be seen that PL is sum of PPV and PVB.
3. Topology derivation and operational principle of the
proposed PV power system
Since output voltages of PV arrays and battery belong to a low
voltage level system and that of the PV power system requires a
high level voltage, the switching-mode converter needs a high
step-up voltage ratio. According to different operational conditionsof the proposed PV power system, the switching-mode one with PV
arrays source can be operated in a current regulation mode to
achieve MPPT of PV arrays or be operated in a voltage regulation
mode to supply a desired dc voltage to load. Moreover, one with
battery source is adopted to regulate powers between output
power of PV arrays and load power and to sustain the desired dc
voltage. Since two switching-mode converters require the same
features of the high step-up voltage ratio and their input voltages
have an approximately value, their circuit structure can adopt
the same circuit topology. In the following, topology derivation
and operational principle of the converter with the proposed snub-
ber are brieﬂy described.3.1. Topology derivation of the proposed converter
In order to reduce switching losses, a lossless turn-off snubber
is inserted in a conventional converter, as shown in Fig. 3. Although
the converter can achieve soft-switching features, its output cur-
rent ripple is relatively large for the high current and the low out-
put power level applications. Therefore, to reduce output current
ripple, an interleaved scheme is usually adopted. In the following,
the proposed interleaved coupled-inductor boost converter with
the proposed turn-off snubber is derived to simplify circuit struc-
ture of the proposed PV power system.
Two sets of lossless turn-off snubbers are used in an interleaved
boost converter with coupled-inductor to reduce switching losses,
as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the voltages across capacitors CS11and
CS21 can be replaced with two dc voltages VCS11 and VCS21, respec-
tively. When voltages across capacitors CS11 and CS21 are replaced
with dc voltages, the energies stored in capacitors CS11 and CS21
do not need to discharge their charges. Therefore, diodes DS13
and DS23 can be removed, as shown in Fig. 9a. If voltage VCS11 or
VCS21 is equal to (VO  VPV), nodes B, D and G have the same poten-
tial. Therefore, they can be merged as the same node G, as shown in
Fig. 9b. Based on the operational principle of an interleaved cou-
pled-inductor boost converter and turn-off snubber, operational
states of diode D11(or D21) are the same as diode DS21(or DS11) dur-
ing one switching period except that the operational duration of
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resonant mode duration of turn-off snubber is much shorter than
a period of switch M1 or M2 in the proposed converter, nodes F
and A can be combined as the same node F. Similarly, nodes E
and C can be merged as node E, as shown in Fig. 9c. In Fig. 9c,
capacitors CS12 and CS22 are connected in parallel, they can be
respectively merged and replaced by capacitor CS. Similarly, since
two pairs of diodes (D11, DS21) and (D21, DS11) are separately con-
nected in parallel, they can be respectively replaced by diodes D1
and D2, as shown in Fig. 9d. From Fig. 9d, it can be seen that the
branch of inductor LS21 and diode DS22 connected in series forms
a current source and its current direction is reversed. Moreover,(a)
(b)
(
Fig. 9. Illustration of the proposed interleaved coupled-inducbranches of inductors L11 and L12 are respectively regarded as a re-
verse current source. Three current branches form a close loop.
Therefore, the branch, which is formed by inductor LS21 and diode
DS22 connected in series, can be merged into inductors L11 and L12.
Its degenerated circuit is shown in Fig. 9e. Similarly, the other three
branches, which are separately inductor L21, inductor L22 and
inductor LS11 connected in diode DS12, are also degenerated by
inductors L21 and L22. From Fig. 9e, it can be observed that the de-
rived boost converter requires only a resonant capacitor CS, which
is associated with coupled inductor (L11, L12) and (L21, L22) to func-
tion as a lossless turn-off snubber, reducing switching losses and
component counts signiﬁcantly.(c)
(d)
e)
tor boost converter derived from two turn-off snubbers.
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The proposed PV power system uses an interleaved coupled-
inductor boost converter and a single-capacitor turn-off snubber
as its dc/dc converter, as shown in Fig. 4. In this circuit structure,
the coupled inductor is used to increase step-up ratio and the
single-capacitor turn-off snubber is adopted to reduce switching
loss. According to operational principle of the proposed converter,
operational mode of the proposed one is divided into 10 modes, as
shown in Fig. 10, and their key waveforms illustrated in Fig. 11.
Since operational modes between t0  t5 are similar to those
modes between t5  t10 except that the operation of switch
changes from M1 to M2. Therefore, each operational mode within
a half of one switching cycle is brieﬂy described as follows.3.2.1. Mode 1[Fig. 10a; t0 6 t < t1]
Before t0, diodes D1 and D2 are in freewheeling through induc-
tors L11  L22, respectively. At the moment, current I11 (=I12) is
equal to diode current ID1. Similarly, I21 (=I22) equals current ID2.
When t = t0, switch M1 is turned on. Switch current IDS1 is equalFig. 10. Equivalent circuit of each operational modes of thto (I11  I12). Within this time interval, switch current IDS1 abruptly
increases, while diode currents ID1 and ID2 quickly decrease to 0.
3.2.2. Mode 2[Fig. 10b; t1 6 t < t2]
At t1, switch current IDS1 is the sum of current I11 and diode cur-
rent ID2 at t0. As a result, diodes D1 and D2 are reversely biased.
During this time interval, snubber capacitor CS and inductors L21
and L22 form a resonant network and they start to resonate. Cur-
rent IDS1 is sum of current I11 and current (ICS). Moreover, the en-
ergy stored in output capacitor CO is released to load for sustaining
a constant output voltage VO. Voltage VCS across capacitor CS is form
0 to (VO + NVi).
3.2.3. Mode 3[Fig. 10c; t2 6 t < t3]
When t = t2, voltage VCS reached (VO + NVi). At the moment,
diode D2 is forwardly biased. As a result, voltage VCS is clamped
at (VO + NVi). Within this time interval, inductors Lm11 and Lm12
are respectively in the stored energy state, while inductors Lm21
and Lm22 are separately in the released energy state. Therefore, cur-
rent ILm11 increases linearly, while currents ILm21 and ILm22 decrease
linearly.e proposed converter during half one switching cycle.
Fig. 11. Key waveforms of the proposed converter operating over one switching cycle.
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When t = t3, switch M1 is turned off. Since inductor currents
ILm11 and ILm12 must be kept in a continuous state, the energies
stored in inductors Lm11 and Lm12 are released to load through
diode D2 and capacitor CS. As a result, voltage VCS is changed from
(VO + NVi) to 0 and voltage VDS1 across switch M1 is varied from 0
to (VO + NVi)/(N + 1). Moreover, inductors Lm21 and Lm22 are kept in
freewheeling through diode D2. Therefore, currents ILm21 and ILm22
decrease linearly.3.2.5. Mode 5[Fig. 10e; t4 6 t < t5]
At t4, the energy stored in capacitor CS is completely released.
That is, voltage CCS reaches 0. At the same time, diode D1 isforwardly biased. Inductors Lm11 and Lm12 are in freewheeling. Cur-
rents ILm11, ILm12, ILm21 and ILm22 decrease, respectively. When
switch M2 is turned on at end of mode 5, the other half of one
switching cycle will start.
4. Control and design of the proposed PV power system
The proposed PV power system adopts two dc/dc converters, in
which their power sources are separately PV arrays and battery, to
supply power to load. In practical design considerations, the pro-
posed one must meet operational conditions of MPPT for PV arrays.
Moreover, it regulates powers between PV arrays and load by bat-
tery. In the following, control and design of the proposed PV arrays
system are described.
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The proposed PV power system is composed of two sets of the
interleaved boost converters. In order to manage power ﬂows from
PV arrays to load, a controller is adopted. The controller consists of
microcontroller, and PWM IC. Control diagram of the proposed
converter for PV arrays applications is shown in Fig. 12. In
Fig. 12, control block of microcontroller is divided into two units:
MPPT and power management units. In MPPT unit, the perturba-
tion-and-observation method is adopted to track MPPT of PV ar-
rays. The maximum power PP of PV arrays can be decided.
In power management unit, the maximum discharging current
IB(max) of battery is set to obtain the maximum battery discharging
power PB(max), which is equal to VBIB(max). Output voltage VO and
current IO is obtained in power management unit to attain load
power PL. PB(max) and PL are separately calculate by multiplier inside
microcontroller. Three powers PP, PB(max) and PL are received in
comparator # 1 to judge the relationship of (PP + PB(max)) and PL.
According to the relationship of (PP + PB(max)) and PL, they can be di-
vided into two cases. In the following, each case is described
brieﬂy.
4.1.1. Case I: (PP + PB(max))P PL
When (PP + PB(max))P PL, output signal SP1 of comparator #1 be-
comes a low level. PWM generators of PV arrays and battery are
operated in a normal operational mode to supply driving signals
G1A, G2A, G1B and G2B for driving switches M1A, M2A, M1B and M2B.
As a result, the proposed boost converter with PV arrays can ex-
tract the maximum power of PV arrays to load, while the one with
battery can regulate powers between PV arrays and load, and sus-
tain a desired constant voltage across load. The signal SP1 is used to
control comparator #2. When PPP PL, output signal S1 is at a low
level. In this operational condition, power selector is set that Pset =
PL. If PP < PL, output signal S1 becomes a high level. Pset is set to
equal PP. Next procedure is to decide current reference IC, which
is equal to (Pset/Vref). Current signals IC and IOP are sent to current
error ampliﬁer after IC is decided to obtain current error value
DIC. When DIC is obtained and sent to PWM generator of PV arrays,
PWM signals G1A and G2A can be generated by comparison of DIC
and triangle wave, which is generated in PWM generator of PV ar-
rays, inside PWM generator of PV arrays. The signals G1A and G2A
are used to drive switches M1A and M2A for regulating power ﬂows
from PV arrays to load. The PWM generator of PV arrays can be
shut down by signals SP1 and SP2 when SP1 or SP2 is kept at a high
level where signal SP2 is output signal of protection controller.
The protection controller has six input signals VO(max), VO(min),
IO(max), VB(max), IO, VO and VB where VO is output voltage of the pro-
posed converter, VO(max) and VO(min) are respectively its maximum
and minimum values, IO represents output current of the proposed
one, IO(max) is its maximum value, VB is voltage of battery and VB(min)
is its minimum voltage. When VOP VO(max), the proposed one is
operated in over-voltage condition. Therefore, two PWM genera-
tors must be shutdown. Moreover, when IOP IO(max) (over-current
condition), VO 6 VO(min) (under-voltage condition) and VB 6 VB(min)
(undercharge condition), signal SP2 becomes a high level and two
PWM generators must be shutdown. As mentioned above, protec-
tions of the proposed PV power system includes over-voltage,
over-current, under-voltage and undercharge protections.
The proposed boost converter with battery source uses lead-
acid battery as its power source. In order to implement power bal-
ance among PV arrays, battery and load, and sustain a constant
output voltage, a PWM IC is adopted. Its control unit includes volt-
age error ampliﬁer and PWM generator of battery. The voltage er-
ror ampliﬁer receives VO and Vref, which is determined by the
requirement voltage of load, to obtain voltage error value DVC,
which is equal to (Vref  VO). The DVC is sent to PWM generatorof battery and is compared with triangle wave, which is generated
by PWM IC, to attain PWM signals G1B and G2B. Signals G1B and G2B
can control switches M1B and M2B to regulate powers between PV
arrays and load. Moreover, PWM IC can be shut down by signals
Sp1 and Sp2.
4.1.2. Case II: (PP + PB(max)) < PL
When (PP + PB(max)) < PL, signals SP1 becomes a high level. Two
PWM generators are shut down. That is, the proposed PV power
system is also shut down.
4.2. Design of the proposed interleaved boost converter
The proposed PV power system adopts two sets of the inter-
leaved boost converters as its power processor, as shown in
Fig. 12. When (PP + PB(max))P PL and PP < PL, the proposed boost
converter with PV arrays is operated in constant current mode to
achieve MPPT of PV arrays. In this operational mode, the proposed
boost converter with battery is used to clamp output voltage VO to
the desired voltage, which is a constant dc voltage. Therefore, com-
ponent stresses of two boost ones approximately have the same
voltage and current stress values. Their design can be the same
as each other. Furthermore, when (PP + PB(max))P PL and PPP PL,
the proposed one with PV arrays is regarded as a voltage regulator,
while the other one with battery is shut down. Therefore, designs
of two proposed boost converters can be also the same as each
other. As mentioned above, deign of proposed boost converter with
battery can be derived in this paper.
Since switches in two interleaved boost converters with turn-
off snubber are integrated by a single-capacitor snubber, duty ra-
tios of the ones are limited within 0.5. In design of the interleaved
coupled-inductor boost converter with single-capacitor snubber,
determination of duty ratio D, coupled inductances (Lm11 and
Lm12) and (Lm21 and Lm22), snubber capacitor CS and output ﬁlter
are important. In the following, their designs are analyzed brieﬂy.
4.2.1. Duty ratio D
To determine duty ratio D, we must ﬁrst attain input to output
voltage transfer ratio M. Since the single-capacitor snubber helps
switchesM1 andM2 to achieve soft-switching features, transfer ra-
tio M of the proposed one is the same as that of the conventional
boost converter. According to volt-second balance principle of cou-
pled inductor Lm11, the following equation can be obtained:
VPVDTS þ ðVO  VPV ÞN þ 1 ð1 DÞTS
 
¼ 0; ð1Þ
where N is turns ratio of coupled inductor (Lm11 and Lm12) or (Lm21
and Lm22), and TS is period of switch M1. From (1), transfer ratio M
can be expressed by
M ¼ VO
VPV
¼ ð1þ NDÞð1 DÞ : ð2Þ
Moreover, duty ratio D can be determined as
D ¼ ðVO  VPV ÞðVO þ NVPV Þ : ð3Þ
Based on the operational principle of the proposed boost con-
verter with single-capacitor snubber, duty ratio D of switches M1
orM2 is limited within 0.5 and they are operated in the interleaved
manner. According to (2), a larger duty ratio D corresponds to a
smaller turns ratio N of coupled inductor, which results in a lower
current stresses imposed on switchesM1 andM2, as well as voltage
stresses on diodes D1 and D2. However, in order to accommodate
variation of load, line voltage and component values, it is better
to select an operating ranges as D = 0.35–0.4.
Fig. 12. Control diagram of the proposed converter for PV arrays applications.
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Due to the proposed converter operated in continuous conduc-
tion mode (CCM), the coupled inductors Lm11  Lm22 must be
respectively greater than the boundary inductors Lm11A  Lm22B,which are the proposed converter operated at the boundary of
CCM and discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). When the pro-
posed converter is operated at the boundary condition, its current
waveforms are shown in Fig. 13.
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rent I11(1) can expressed as
I11ð1Þ ¼ 2VPVLm11B DTS: ð4Þ
While, inductor current I11(2) can also be determined by
I11ð2Þ ¼ I12ð1Þ ¼ I11ð1ÞN þ 1 ¼
2VPV
ðN þ 1ÞLm11B DTS: ð5Þ
In (5), it can be derived the average current I12(av) as follows:
I12ðavÞ ¼ ð1 DÞVPVðN þ 1ÞLm11B DTS: ð6Þ
Since the proposed converter is operated in an interleaved fash-
ion, its output current IO is equal to twice of inductor current I12(av).
Therefore, the boundary inductor Lm11B (=Lm21B) can be determined
by
Lm11B ¼ 2Dð1 DÞVPVðN þ 1ÞIO TS: ð7Þ
Additionally, the boundary inductor Lm12B (=Lm22B) can be also
expressed as
Lm12B ¼ 2Dð1 DÞN
2VPV
ðN þ 1ÞIO TS: ð8ÞFig. 13. Conceptual current waveforms of inductor currents and output curreFrom (7) and (8), it can be seen that the inductances Lm11 and
Lm12 must be greater than the boundary inductor Lm11B and Lm12B,
respectively. Similarly, inductances Lm21 and Lm22 are also greater
than boundary inductances Lm21B and Lm22B.
4.2.3. Snubber capacitor CS
In the proposed converter, snubber capacitor CS resonates with
inductors Lm11 and Lm12, or Lm21 and Lm22 to smooth out switch
voltage at turn-off transition. The energy stored in CS can be ex-
pressed by
WCS ¼ 12COðVO þ NVPV Þ
2
: ð9Þ
To completely eliminate turn-off losses of switch, the energy
stored in CS must be at least equal to turn-off loss Wsoff. According
to analysis principle of switching losses, turn-off loss Wsoff can be
determined as
Wsoff ¼ tsoff2
NVPV  VO
N þ 1
 
IDP ; ð10Þ
where tsoff is the time interval of switch M1 or M2 at turn-off transi-
tion and IDP is its peak current value. From (9) and (10), it can be
found that snubber capacitor CS can be rewritten as
CS P
tsoff ðNVPV  VOÞ
ðN þ 1ÞðVO þ NVPV Þ2
IDP: ð11Þnt in the proposed converter operated in the boundary of CCM and DCM.
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considerations.
4.2.4. Output capacitor CO
The output capacitor CO is primarily designed to reduce ripple
voltage. The ripple voltage DVrco across output capacitor CO is
determined as
DVrco ¼ DQCO2CO ¼
1
2CO
ðIOðmaxÞDTSÞ; ð12ÞTable 2
Speciﬁcations of a PV arrays (type: NT-R5E3E) made by SHARP company under
irradiance of 1000 W/m2.
Parameter Values
Maximum power (Pmax) 175 W
Maximum power voltage (VPm) 35.4 V
Maximum power current (IPm) 4.95 A
Open circuit voltage (VOC) 44.4 V
Short circuit current (ISC) 5.4 A
Fig. 14. photograph of the proposed PV arrays us
Fig. 15. Photograph of hardware (a) of the proposed PV power syswhere IO(max) is the maximum output current.
5. Measured results
The proposed PV power system is shown in Fig. 12. The speciﬁ-
cation of each PV arrays is listed in Table 2. The proposed PV power
system adopts 8 sets of PV arrays connected in parallel to supply
power to load. Its photograph is shown in Fig. 14. To verify perfor-
mances of the proposed PV power system, two dc/dc converters
using the interleaved coupled-inductor boost converter with the
single-capacitor snubber to generate dc voltage of 400 V for dc load
applications with the following speciﬁcations was implemented.
A. The proposed boost converter with PV arrays:ing 8 se
tem, and Input voltage VPV: 34  44 V(PV arrays),
 Output voltage VO: 400Vdc,
 Output maximum current IOP(max): 3A and
 Output maximum power PPV(max): 1.2 kW.B. The proposed boost converter with battery:ts of PV arrays connected in parallel.
(b) of a single converter with MPPT control method.
Fig. 16. Measured voltage VDS and current IDS waveforms of switch M1, as show in
Fig. 3, under 80% of full load.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 17. Measured voltage VDS and current IDS waveforms of (a) switch M1 and (b)
switch M2, as shown in Fig. 4, under 80% of full load.
Fig. 18.
to heav
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nected in series),
 Output voltage VO: 400Vdc,
 Output maximum current IOB(max): 3A and
 Output maximum power PB(max): 1.2 kW.Comparison the efﬁciencies between the discussed interleaved boost converter w
y load.According to designs and speciﬁcations of the proposed boost
converters, components of power stages in the proposed ones are
determined as follows:
 Switches M1A, M2A, M1B, M2B: IRFP260N,
 Diodes D1A, D2A, D1B, D2B: DSSK60-02A,
 Coupled inductors Lm11, Lm21: 30uH,
 Leakage inductors of coupled inductors (Lm11, Lm12) and (Lm21,
Lm22): 1.1uH,
 Cores of coupled inductors (Lm11, Lm12) and (Lm21, Lm22): EE-55,
and
 turns ratio N: 20.
Hardware photograph of the proposed PV power system is
shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 15a depicts that of the completely PV power
system, while Fig. 15b shows that of a single converter with volt-
age regulation control method. In order to verify the feasibility of
the proposed interleaved active clamp boost converter with volt-
age regulation. Measured voltage VDS and current IDS waveforms
of switch M1 in the interleaved boost converter with two lossless
turn-off snubbers, as shown in Fig. 3, under 80% of full load is
shown in Fig. 16. Those waveforms of switches M1 and M2 in the
interleaved boost converter with the single-capacitor snubber, as
shown in Fig. 4, under 80% of full load is illustrated in Fig. 17. From
Figs. 16 and 17, it can be seen that the interleaved boost converter
with two lossless turn-off snubbers and the single-capacitor snub-
ber can be operated with ZVT at turn-off transition, respectively.
Their differences are current IDS at turn-on transition. When
switches of the converter with the single-capacitor snubber are
turned on, capacitor snubber will induce a current from the other
boost converter to the boost one in the interleaved converter
through switch M1 and M2. It results in a larger current through
switchM1 orM2 at turn-on transition. Comparison conversion efﬁ-
ciency between the interleaved boost converter with hard-switch-
ing circuit and the proposed one is shown in Fig. 18, illustrating
that efﬁciency of the proposed one is higher than that of hard-
switching one. Its efﬁciency is about 86% under full load. Fig. 19
illustrates the step-load change between 0% and 100% of full load,
from which it can be observed that voltage regulation of output
voltage VO has been limited within ±1% to prove a good dynamic
response.
In the proposed interleaved active clamp boost converter with
MPPT, its MPPT waveforms are shown in Fig. 20. Fig. 20a shows
those waveforms under the maximum PV arrays power of 500 W,
while Fig. 20b illustrates those waveforms under the maximum
power of 750W. From Fig. 20, it and be found that the tracking
time of MPPT is about 80 ms from 0 to the maximum power of
PV arrays. In power management of the proposed PV power sys-
tem, when the operational mode is within mode IV and PVB(max)
P PL, its measured output voltage VO and currents IOB and IO is
shown in Fig. 21. Fig. 21a depicts those waveforms underith hard switching and with the proposed a single-capacitor snubber from light load
Fig. 19. Output voltage VO and output current IO under step-load changes between
0% and 100% of the full load of the active clamp interleaved boost converter.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 21. Measured voltage VO, current IOB and IO waveforms of the proposed PV
power system operated in mode IV (a) under PL = 350 W and (b) under PL = 800W.
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der PL = 800 W. From Fig. 21, it can be seen that output VO is sus-
tained at 400 V and current IOB is equal to IO. When operational
mode of the proposed PV power system is during mode VI and
PPV(max)P PL, its measured output voltage VO and currents IOP and
IO waveforms under PPV(max) = 700 W and PL = 600W is shows in
Fig. 22, illustrating that output voltage Vo is clamped at 400 V, cur-
rent IOP is equal to IO and PPV = 600W. As mentioned above, opera-
tional modes of the proposed PV power system are respectively in
the mode IV and VI states, the proposed one can regulate powers
among PV arrays, battery and load.
When operational mode of the proposed converter is located in
mode VIII as (PPV(max) + PVB(max))P PL, its operational condition is(a)
(b)
Fig. 20. Measured voltage VPV, current IPV and power PPV waveforms of PV arrays (a)
under PPV(max) = 500w and (b) under PPV(max) = 750 W.
Fig. 22. Measured voltage VO, current IOP and IO waveforms of the proposed PV
power system operated in mode VI under PL = 600W.
Fig. 23. Measured voltage VO, current IOB, IOP and IO waveforms of the proposed PV
power system operated in mode VIII under (PP(max) + PVB(max))P PL and PPV(max)P PL.
Fig. 24. Measured voltage VO, current IOB, IOP and IO waveforms of the proposed
converter operated in mode VIII under (PP(max) + PVB(max))P PL and PPV(max) < PL.
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PPV(max) < PL. When PPV(max)P PL, its measured waveforms of output
voltage VO, currents IOP, IOB and IO under PPV(max) = 700 W and
PL = 500W are shown in Fig. 23. In this operational condition, cur-
rent IOP is equal to IO and IOB is equal to 0. That is, the proposed
boost converter with MPPT is used to supply power to load and
PV arrays is not operated at MPP, while the proposed boost one
with voltage regulation is shutdown. When PPV(max) < PL, its
measured output voltage VO, and currents IOP, IOB and IO under
PPV(max) = 400 W and PL = 750W is shown in Fig. 24, illustrating
that output voltage VO is still clamped at 400 V and IO = IOP + IOB,
from which it can be seen that the proposed PV power system
can be used by power management circuit to achieve power bal-
ances among PV arrays, battery and load.6. Conclusion
In this paper, an interleaved soft-switching boost converter
with coupled inductors is adopted for PV arrays applications. The
proposed converter is used a lossless single-capacitor turn-off
snubber and coupled-inductor technology to reduce voltage stres-
ses of active switches and to increase output voltage level. There-
fore, the conversion efﬁciency of the proposed converter can be
increased signiﬁcantly. In order to draw maximum power from
the PV energy, a simple perturbation-and-observation method is
incorporated to realize maximum power conversion. To verify
the merits of the proposed hybrid converter, the operational prin-
ciple, MPPT algorithm, and design considerations have been de-
scribed in detail. From experimental results, it can be seen that
the proposed converter can yield higher efﬁciency than the ones
with hard-switching circuit and with active-clamp circuit. An
experimental prototype for PV energy conversion (PPV(max) =
1.2 kW, PVB(max) = 1.2 kW) has been built and evaluated, achieving
the efﬁciency of 86% under full load condition. Therefore, the
proposed interleaved boost converter with coupled inductors is
relatively suitable for PV arrays applications.References
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